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ABSTRACT 
We prove that if X = (Xn),cz is a finite state space ergodic Markov chain, then for any natural 
number p, there exist ergodic non-Markovian processes Y = (Yn)ncz with positive entropy, such 
that for all integers nl .... , np, the joint distribution of Y,~, ..., Y,~ is identical to the joint distribution 
of X. ...... X.p. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (Xn),cz and Y = (Yn)ncZ be discrete time stationary processes with 
state space K. Throughout this paper K will be mainly a finite set. Let p be a 
positive integer. We say that the processes X and Y have the same p-marginals 
if for any p-uple (nl,..., np) of integers the joint distribution of X,~,..., X,, is 
identical to the joint distribution of Y,t,..., Y,p. The processes we consider will 
be identified to shift invariant probability measures on the space J2 := K z of all 
bilateral sequences of elements of K endowed with the sigma algebra/3 gener- 
ated by the cylindric sets and will be ergodic. This means that the dynamical 
system (~2,/3,/~, a) is ergodic, e being the shift transformation from (2 to itself, 
/z being the distribution of the process X = (Xn) and X, is the n-th coordinate 
function: X,(w) --- ~vn for ~v c $2 and every integer n. The class of these ergodic 
processes will be denoted by £. Let ~- and G be subfamilies of £. We say that a 
process X in ~ is determined in ~ by its p-marginals, or simply p-determined in 
G for short, if for every process Y in ~, Y has the distribution of X whenever it
has the p-marginals of X. It follows that if a process is p-determined in a family 
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then it isp-determined in any subfamily ~l ofG. Foias and Stratila [10] proved 
that if (A, A, m, T) is an ergodic dynamical system and if the spectral measure 
cry of an f  E LZ(m) is continuous and concentrated on a Kronecker set in the 
unit circle, then the process Xn =f (T ' )  is 2-determined in the class of ergodic 
processes. Courbage and Hamdan [6] proved that if (A, .4, m, T) is a Gaussian- 
Kronecker dynamical system and P0 = {x: x0 > 0}, then the process 
X,  = leo(T n) is 2-determined in £. In [6] it is proved also that if R = R~ is a 
rotation, by an irrational ~, on the unit circle [0, 1 [, endowed with Lebesgue 
measure and A is an arc with irrational length of this circle, then the process 
X, = 1A(R n) is 2-determined in g. Hamdan [12] proved that, with the above 
notation, i f f  is a bounded real measurable function on the unit circle with non- 
zero Fourier coefficients, then the process X,  =f (R  n) is 3-determined in g, but 
not necessarily 2-determined in g, even whenf  = 1A is the indicator of a subset 
A of the unit circle. In the opposite direction, examples howing that Bernoulli 
processes are not 2-determined can be found in Levy [14], Feller [8], Robertson- 
Womack [15], Janson [13] and Courbage-Hamdan [2,3, 7] and examples how- 
ing that they are not p-determined, for anyp, are given by Flaminio [9]. See also 
Bretagnolle-Klopotowski [1]. We mention also, in this direction, the result by 
F611mer-Wu-Yor [11], that Brownian motions are not p-determined for any p 
and the result by Courbage-Hamdan [5], that any ergodic finite state space 
Markov chain is not 2-determined and the one by Hamdan [12], that, for any 
positive integer p, any finite state space Markov chain with non-zero transition 
probabilities i  not p-determined. In this paper we prove that for any natural 
number p, every ergodic Markov chain is not p-determined in the class of er- 
godic processes with positive entropy. This gives in particular a more complete 
answer to the problem concerning the determination r the non-determination, 
in the class ofergodic processes, of a finite state space Markov chain by its fa- 
mily of p-marginal distributions for some positive integer p. 
2. NOTATION AND AUXIL IARY RESULTS 
Let k be a natural number, k > 2, K = {0, ...,k - 1}, ~ = K z the space of all 
bilateral sequences of elements of K, cr the shift transformation from S2 to itself 
defined by (crw)i = a~i+ l, for ~o E f2, and every integer i and B the sigma-algebra 
generated by the cylindric sets in f2. The processes considered in this paper will 
be the coordinate functions from S2 to K under shift invariant probability 
measures on (X?, B). Let n > 2 be a natural number. We say that a probability 
measure # on K n+l is invariant if for all subsets A1,.. . ,  An of K one has 
#(K x A1 x ... x An) = #(A1 x ... x An x K) 
The set of all these # will be denoted Inv(Kn+ 1). Let ~1 = K s be the set of all 
unilateral sequences of elements of K and B1 the sigma-algebra generated by 
the cylindric sets in s21. For # E Inv(K n+l) we define a probability measure 
u, = un(#) on (f21, ~1) by 
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E n l  : coo = x0, ..., coq, = xq ,})  
~(Xo, ..., Xn)~(Xn+ l, ".,XZn I Xn)...U(X(q-1)n+ l, ...,Xqn I X(q_ 1)n) 
for all integer q> 1 and every x=(x i )  E ~21. Here we denoted 
#({co E K n+l :~o0 = x0, ...,~ot = xl}) by #(x0, ...,xt) and the condit ional  prob-  
ability of  the set {co E K n+l :~Ojl =xj~,.. . ,aj j /=xj~} given the set 
{co E K "+l : c  ° J0 = Xjo} by l~(xj,, ...,xj, I x  j0 ) for all consecutive integers j0, ...,jl 
in {0, ...,n} and 1 < l < n. It  is easy to see that u, thus obtained is o-"-invariant. 
So the probabi l i ty measure 
ln-! 
is shift invariant on Y21. This measure O,(#) extends natural ly to a shift in- 
var iant measure on Y2 which we still denote O,(#): 
• , (u ) ({co  e n :  = = xq})  
~?I(j[~)({CO e •1 : COO = Xl, . . . , ( .A ) iq - i  I = Xq}) 
for all natural  number  q > 1, all integers ix < ... < iq and any x = (xi) E Y21. We 
obtain in this way a mapp ing  0 ,  f rom Inv(K"  + 1) into the set M(g?, a) of all shift 
invariant probabi l i ty measures on Y2. I f  # is a shift invariant probabi l i ty mea-  
sure on £2, its project ion onto K n+l belongs to Inv(K  "+ l) and will be denoted 
by R~p~ So O, Rn is a mapp ing  f rom M(~,  a) to itself. Let / /be  a k x k sto- 
chastic matr ix  and q = (P0, . . . ,Pk-l) a row probabi l i ty vector invariant under 
H.  The associated (q, / - / ) -Markov measure/zrt  is defined by 
#rt( {co E Y2 : cot = xo, ..., cot+r = xr}) = PxoHxo,x, ...Hx,_,,xr 
for all natural  number  r, all integer I and any x = (xj) E g?l. A Markov  chain is 
said to be determinist  if its matr ix  of probabi l i ty transit ions has zero and one as 
entries. The Markov  chains we consider are supposed to be non determinist.  
Let m>2 be a natural  number.  I f  # is a measure on K"  and 
Y = (yl, ...,Ym) E K m then #({y}) will be denoted by #(yl, ...,Ym) or simply by 
#(y). Also we denote such y by the concatenat ion ylYz...y,,, and if 1 < s < t < m 
and ~- = ysYs+l...Yt we denote y by yl...ys-FCyt+ 1...Ym. I f  #n  is a Markov  mea- 
sure on g? and a, b E K we say that there is a path "r f rom a to b if there exist 
y~, ...,yl E K such that 
l~n({w E g? : coo = a, aJ1 = Yl, ...,cot = yt,cOl+l = b}) > 0 
with ~- =- yl...yl. In this ease l is said to be the length of ~- and the above in- 
equality can be simply written #rl(a'rb) > O. 
Finally, for p < n, we say that the two probabi l i ty measures #l, #2 in Inv(K" + ~ ), 
have the same p-marginals  if for every integers nl, ..., np E {0, 1, ..., n} and for 
every Xl, ..., xp E K, the fol lowing equality holds-  
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#1({0: E K n+l : w,~, = Xl, ...,0:np = Xp}) 
: #2({0: E K "+1 : 0:,, = xl, ...,0:,p = xp}) 
while, as in the introduction, the two shift invariant probability measures #1 
and #2 in M(J2, ~r), are said to have the same p-marginals if the following ana- 
logous equality is satisfied with no restriction on the integers nl, ..., np • 
m ({0: ~ s2 : 0:,, = X l , . . . ,  0:,,p = xp}) 
--  #2({0: ~ s~: 0:,, = x~, . . . ,  0:,p = xp}) 
We need some properties of the maps ~bn and ~,Rn. We collect them in the fol- 
lowing 
Proposition 
(i) The map #n is one to one. 
(i ~) Let #1,#2 C Inv(Kn+l), Al := ~n(#l) and A2 := ~n(#2). If #1 ~#2 then 
RmAl ¢ RmA2, for every m > n. 
(ii) For 1 _< p _< n, the map ~, preserves the identity ofp-marginals: If A, # c 
Inv(K "+1) have the same p-dimensional distributions then ~,(A) and ~n(#) 
have the same property. (The reverse implication holds also) 
(iii) I f#  E M(J'2, a) then ~,(Rn#) = # if and only i f# is a Markov chain. 
(iv) I f  # E Inv(K "+l) is not Markovian and has the 2-marginals of an irre- 
ducible and aperiodic Markov chain then ~n(#) has infinite memory. 
(iv)' I f  # E Inv(K "+l) has the 2-marginals of a Markov chain #n, with H n irre- 
ducible, then ~,(#) has infinite memory. 
(v) If # E Inv(K "+l) is such that the stochastic matrix A = (aij), defined by 
a/j := #(0:, = j ]  0:o = i), for i , jC K, is irreducible then the system 
(Y2,/3, ~,(#), ~) is ergodic. 
(vi) I f  # C Inv(K n+ l) has the two-marginals of a Markov chain with positive 
entropy then q~n (#) has positive entropy. 
We give only the proof of(i), (i') and (ii). For a proof of any other property in 
this proposition we refer to [3,4]. 
Proof of (i) and (i'): It is clear that (i') implies (i). So we prove (i'). For this let 
m_> n and suppose RmA1 = RmA2. Then it follows that we have also 
RnA1 = RnA2. Now this last equality implies #1 = #2. In fact, for xo, xl E K we 
have from the definitions, 
Rn~l(XO,Xl) = ~1((0: C f~: 0:0 =x0,0:l ----Xl} =#l(xO,Xl)  
and similarly Rn,~2(xO,Xl)=#2(x0,xl). So #1(xo,xl)=#2(xo, l). We shall 
prove that for all p<_n we have #l(xo,.. . ,xp)--#2(Xo,.. . ,xp) for all 
xo, ..., xp E K. This will be done by induction onp as follows. For 0 < p < n, let 
Hp be the property that for every q < p we have #x (xo, ..., xq) = #2(xo,..., xq) for 
all xo, ..., Xq E K. Then Hp holds true for p = 0 and p = 1 as we have seen just 
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before. So it remains to prove that, forp <_ n - 1, Hp implies Hp+b For this let 
xo, ...,xp+l E K. By definition of A1 we have 
RnAI(xo, ...,Xp+l) = AI({W E J2 : ~o = xo, ...,Wp+l --- Xp+l}) 
n-- I  
e = -- 
n i=o 
which is, by definition of v~(#l), equal to 
n-p-1 
! . l (X0,  n i=0 
1 n-1 
q--- ~ "l(XO'"',Xn-i)]Al(Xn-i+l,'",XP+ 1 [Xn-i) n. l=n-p 
Hence 
n - p/Zl (xo, Xp+l) Rn.~l(xo, ...,Xp+l) = T "'" 
1 p 
-I- ~ p,1 (X0, ...,Xj)l~l(Xj+l, ...,Xp+l I Xj) 
j 
The same equality holds also for R, A2 : 
...,Xp+l) = ~-~-~2(x0, ...,Xp+l) R, A2(Xo, 
1 p 
+ ~2(X0,  ...,Xj)~2(Xj+I, ...,Xp+l IX j) 
J 
Now for j=  1,...,p, by induction hypothesis Hp, we have IZl(xo,...,xj)= 
/~2(xo,...,xj) and also ~l(Xj+l,...,Xp+l Ix j) = #2(Xj+l,...,Xp+l Ix j) since 
1 _< j < p implies 1 _< p + 1 - j <_ p. Thus the equality 
RnAI(Xo, ...,Xp+l)) = R, A2(xo, ...,Xp+ 0 
implies the equality 
n -----~P #1 (X0 ,n  ..., Xp+l) = ~-~ #2(xo, ..., Xp+l) 
which yields 
/Zl(X0, ...,Xp+ 1) ~- IZz(X0, ...,Xp+l) 
This finishes the proof. 
Proof of (ii) Letp, A and ~ be as in (ii). It follows from the definitions that Un(A) 
and un(#) have the same p-dimensional distributions. This implies that for ev- 
ery j  E {0, ..., n - 1} the two measures ~rJun(A) and ~rJun(#) have the same p-di- 
mensional distributions also. So the same property holds for their respective 
arithmetic means ~n() 0 and ~n(#). This proves the part of (ii) which we will use 
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in the following section. The other one follows also from the definitions of v, 
and ~ by an induction argument and some computations. Since this part will 
be not used in the rest of the paper we omit the details. 
We will use also the three following lemmas. Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are es- 
sentially proved in [5]. In these two Lemmas H is a stochastic matrix and #~ is 
an associated Markov measure.  For the convenience of the reader we give the 
proof of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1: 
I f  H is irreducible and not determinist then for every states a and b and every 
natural number M there exist two distinct paths cr and -r with same length 
l > M such that 
#rt(acrb)#n(a'cb) > O. 
Proof of Lemma 1: 
Let a, b E K and M be a natural number. Denote by T the period of H (When H 
is aperiodic T = 1). One can decompose K into T classes invariant under H ~r. 
Since H is not determinist there is a class C containing at least two states 
el 5 & e2. As _TIT restricted to C is aperiodic there is no > 0 such that for all 
n > no, (HnT)i j > 0 for every i,j E C. So (H nr) (Hnr~ (HnT] 
x /e le  1 ~ /e le  2 x /e2e  I ~ 0 .  
Therefore there exist paths wl, w2 and w3 with the same length such that 
#_r1(elwlel )#H(elw2e2)#ii(e2w3el ) > 0 
It follows that #~7(elwlelwlel)#n(elw2e2w3el) > 0, meaning that there are two 
distinct paths 61 := wlelwl and 32 := w2e2w3 with same length from el to el. 
Now, since H is irreducible, there exist paths a and 3 such that 
#rt(aael)#iz(e#3b) > O. Put then ~r := aelt~lel/3 and r := ael~2el3. It follows 
that cr ~ 7-, #~(a~b)#u(aTb) > 0 and that ~r and T have the same length. This 
proves the Lemma 1 since we can take n > no, M. 
Lemma 2: 
I f  H is not determinist then there exist a, b, u0, Ul, so, Sl E K such that uo ¢ Ul, 
so ¢ sl and H~o,,H,l,,Hb~olIbs~ > O. 
Lemma 3: 
I f  A is an n x n irreducible stochasic matrix then there exist infinitely many 
non-negative integers m such that A m is irreducible. 
Proof of Lemma 3: 
Denote Mij the (i,j)-th entry of a matrix M. I f  A is aperiodic then for any nat- 
ural number k > 1, the matrix A k is irreducible and aperiodic. In fact, there 
exists m such that (Am)ij > 0, for all i andj .  But, for any integer k _> t, the in- 
equality 
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(Akm)i j > (A (k- l)m)ii(Am)i j 
shows thus, by induction on k, that (Akm)i j > 0, for all i , j  and all integer k > 1. 
So A k is irreducible and aperiodic, for every k > 1 ( This follows also from that 
mixing implies complete mixing and that for a Markov Chain mixing is 
equivalent to irreducibility and aperiodicity of the corresponding matrix of 
transition probabilities. We recall that a measure preserving transformation S 
is said to be completely mixing if, for any integer m, his m-th power S m is mix- 
ing ). 
Now, suppose A periodic with period T. Then one can find a partition 
{C1, ..., Cr} of {1, ..., n} such that for every t E {1, ..., T}, there exists a positive 
integer nt for which (A~'r)O > 0, for all i , j  E Ct. We shall prove that for every 
integer l > 0, if m = ln~. . .nrT+ 1 then A m is irreducible. For this, let 
i,j E { 1, ..., n}. By the irreducibility of A, there is k such that (Ak)ij > 0. On the 
other hand we have the inequality 
(A"k)U >_ 
But we have (Atknt'"nrT)i i > 0. In fact, there is some t = ti E {1, ..., T} such that 
i E Ct. Hence (AntT)i i ~> O. This implies (Alknl""nrT)i i > O. Indeed, let B := A n,r. 
Thus the entries of B are non-negative and Bii > 0. But then, the inequality 
(Bq)ii ~ (B q- l)iiBii 
impllies, by induction on the integer q, the inequality (Bq)i i >_ (nii) q, for every q. 
So (nq)i i > O, for every q. As, in particular, for q := Iknl...nt_ lnt+ 1...nr we have 
A lkm'''nrT = B q, the inequality (Alknl""nrT)i i > 0 holds. Therefore the inequality 
(Amk)ij > 0 holds also and A m is irreducible. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 3. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Theorem: 
Let X = (X,,)n~z be an ergodic non determinist Markov chain with finite state 
space. Then for every natural number p, there exist (a continuum of) ergodic 
processes Y = (Yn)~ ~ z, with infinite memory and positive entropy, which have 
the p-marginals of X. 
Proof: 
Let X and p be as in the statement of the theorem. We can and do assume that 
the state space K of the given Markov chain X is K := {0, 1, ...,k - 1}, where 
k >_ 2 is a natural number. Denote by / / the  matrix of transition probabilities of 
X and by #n its distribution. First, we construct a probability measure v in 
M(:2, a) which is distinct from/~n and with the same p-marginals. For this, 
according to statements (i), (ii) and (iii) in the above proposition, it suffices to 
find a natural number n, n _> p and a probability measure #E Inv(K n + 2), which 
has the p-marginals of Rn + l#n and which is distinct from Rn + 1 #n- For, then 
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we can take v := #n + 1 (~). We shall construct such # as an extension of  Rn#n 
from K n + 1 to K n + 2, n will be chosen later. To do this, take first a, b, u0, Ul, so and 
s~ as in Lemma 2. Take next e and T, corresponding to the states a and b, as in 
Lemma 1. Put al . . . . .  ap -- a, bl . . . . .  bp = b, To = ~r and ~l = T. By the ir- 
reducibil ity of  H there exists a path 6 from b to a, meaning that 
#r~(b~Sa) > 0 
It follows then that for every (j0, ...,jp + 1 ) E {0, 1 }P + 2 we have 
#n(UjoalTj, b16azzj2bz6a3...b p_ l~ap% bpsjp+, ) > 0 
Let z be the minimum of the finite family 
{#n(Ujoal~,bl~Sa2~2bz6a3...bp-13ap~pbps++,) : (jo,...,jp+l) c {0, 1} p+2} 
of these strictly positive numbers. Then z > 0. Take n + 2 to be the common 
length of the paths involved in the above family, that is 
n ----[ Ujoal~.,bl~Sa2~2bz~a3...b p l~apTjpbpsjp+l I -2  
Here, [ a [ denotes the length of the path a. Denote by ,7 the subset of  K" + 2 
defined by w E J if and only if there exists (j0, ...,Jp + 1 ) E {0, 1 }P + 2 such that 
a~ -- Ujoal~ bl*a27-j2b26a3...b p _ l~Saprjpbpsjp+ ~ 
In this case w will be oJ = a;(j0, ...,jp +1). So w realize a bijection between ,7 and 
{0, 1} p+2. Now, for every x E [-z,  z], define a function # = #x from K n+2 to the 
reals by 
= R.+ 
if,~ is not in f f  and 
#(w) = x ( -1 ) J ° ( -1 ) J l . . . ( -1 )  jp+' + Rn+l#rl(w) 
i fw = w(/'o, ...,jp+l) E f f  is of  the form above. 
We shall prove that # belongs to Inv(Kn+2). For this, let ,71 = {(Yl, ...,Yn) 6 
Kn : (Yl,...,Yn) =alZjlbl~Saz~2b2t~a3...bp-16ap%bp, jl,...,Jp E {0,1}}. So for 
any Y=(Yo , . . . ,Yn+I )EK  n+2, y E ,7  if and only if (y l , . . . , y , )6 J l ,  
Yo 6 {uo, ul} andy ,+ l  6 {so, s1}. 
It follows then that for every y = (Yo, ..., Yn + 1) E K" + 2 we have 
= R.+ 
in the three following cases: 
(1) (yl, ...,y,)¢`71 or 
(2) (Yl,-..,Yn) E ,71 andy0¢{u0, ul} or 
(3) (Yl, ...,Yn) 6 ,71 and y,+l¢{so,s l}.  
Therefore ify0~{u0, ul }, then for every ya, . . . ,y ,  E K we have 
~_, #(yo, ...,y,+ ~ ) = Z Rn+ 1,/7(Y0, ...,Yn+ 1) = Rn#n(yo, ...,y,) 
Yn+l Yn+l 
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And ifyo E {uo, Ul) then for every (Yl, ...,yn)q~,.71 
E #(y°'''''yn+l) =- E R,+llzn(Yo,...,Yn+l) = Rn#u(yo,...,yn) 
Yn+l Yn+l 
While if yo = Ujo for some Jo E {0, 1 } and (Yl,...,Y,) E ,Yl, then there exists 
(jl, ...,jp) ~ {0, 1} v such that 
(Yl, ..., Yn) = a,  "r h b16a2 ~2b26a3. . .bp _ 16ap'% bp 
Thus the following equalities hold 
E Iz(Yo, " . ., Yn + I ) 
Yn+ 1 
1 
Zx(-1) J° . . . ( -1) J~' ( -1)  j + ER,+l#ri (yo,  ...,y,+,) 
j=0  Y,,+I 
E Rn + 1 Izu (Yo,..., Yn + 1) = Rn #u (YO,..., Yn) 
Yn+ 1 
This proves that # is an additive extension of #n from K" + l to K" + 2. Also, if 
y, + l~{S0, Sl} then for every (yl, ..., y,) 6 K n we have 
= Z . . . , y .+ , )  : 
Yo Yo 
And i fy ,+l  E {s0,sl} then for any (yl, ...,y~)~J1 we have 
. . . ,y°+,) = R.+ l l , , lyo, . . . , y ,+  1) : . . . ,y,+ ,) 
yo Yo 
While, if Yn+l --sip+t, for some jp+l E (0, l} and if (Yl, ...,Y~) E f fh is of the 
form 
(Yl, ..., Yn) = al  "r A b l  ~aE'rhbEtSa3...bp _ 1 ~apT-jpbp 
we have 
1 
E #(yO'''''yn+I) = Z x(-1)J(-1)Jt""(-1)JP+I + E Rn+l#U(Yo,...,yn+l) 
Yo j = 0 Yo 
E Rn+ 1/~H(Y0, ..., Yn+ 1) = Rn#n(yl,...,yn + 1) 
Yo 
Since # is an additive xtension of Rn#u, this proves that # is invariant. It fol- 
lows that # E Inv(Kn+2), since the condition x ~ I-z, z] ensures the positivity of 
#. The condition/z ¢ R, + 1/zn is equivalent to x ¢ 0. To prove that # has the p- 
marginals of Rn+l#u let fl, ..., tp be natural numbers, 0 _< tl _< ... < tp < n + I. 
We have to prove that for every yq,...,ytp C K the following equality holds 
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= 
yj:j # tl,...,tp yj:j # tl,...,to 
To do this fix yq,. . . ,ytp in K. If (Zo,... ,Z~+l)EK "+2, we shall say that 
(Ytl, .-., yt~) occurs in (zo, ..., z, + l) or that (zo, ..., z, + 1) extends (yt,, ..., yt~) if 
ztl = ytl, ..., zt~ = yt,. Denote by E(ytl, ..., Yr,) the set of all (zo, ..., z, + 1) E K" + 2 
which extends (Yt~, .-.,Ytp) and let El := El (Ytl, -.., Ytp) :---- f f  N E(yt l , . . . ,  Ytp). It 
follows then, from the definition of #, that 
E #(YO, . . . ,Y ,+ I )  
yj'.j # tl,...,tp 
Z x( -1) J° ' " ( - l )#+t + Z R,+l#n(yo , . . . , y ,+ l )  
w(jo,... jp+ I)EEI yj:j # tl ,... ,tp 
So we have to prove the equality 
E X( - -1 ) J ° . . . ( - -1 )  jp+I = 0 
~(jo,...,jp + I )EE1 
Now if (Ytt, ...,Yt,) does not occur in any (z0, ...,z,+l) E ,7, E1 is empty and 
this equality holds trivially. In the case where E1 is not empty, every 
(z0, ...,Z,+l) E E1 is of the form 
(Z0, ... , Z,  + 1) = w(jo, ...,jp + 1) 
for some (j0, . . . , jp+l) ~ {0, 1} p+2 and moreover there exists at least one l, 
O<l<p+l ,  such that w( jo , . . . , j l - l , j t , j l+ l , . . . , jp+l )  and w(jo,...,jt-l, 
1 - jr,jr + 1,... ,jp + 1 ) are both in El. So if we denote w- 1 (El) by F1, then for every 
( jo,. . . , jp + l) ~ F1 there exists l, 0 < l _< p + 1, such that (j0, ...,jl- 1, 1 - jr, 
j l + 1, ...,jl, + l) belongs to F1. Therefore 
Z X(--1)J°'"(--1)Jp+l = Z x( - l ) J ° . . . ( - l )  jp+l ~ 0 
~( Jo , . . . ,Jp + I)EE1 ( jo ,. . . ,jp + I ) E F1 
This completes the proof of the existence of v. (In fact, as z > 0 and clearly 
#Xl # #x2, for xl, x2 E [-z, z] with Xl # x2, according to statement (i) in the 
proposition, we obtain a continuous family (vx ) , - z  < x < z, x # O, of such 
probability measures v). 
Now we construct an (a continuous family of) ergodic probability measure 
A = Ax E M(S2, ~r) with postive entropy and infinite memory and which has the 
p-marginals of X. This will end the proof. To do this, let I be the set of integers 
m such that [ I  n is irreducible. By Lemma 3, I is infinite. On the other hand, 
since v = Vx is distinct from #n,  there is m0 = too(x) > p such that for every 
m E I with m _> m0, Rmv is distinct from Rm#n and has the same p-marginals. 
For any such m, we take A = A(x, m) := ~m(Rmv),  which is ergodic according to 
the statement (v), distinct from #n according to statements (i) and (iii), has the 
p-marginals of #11 by statement (ii) and has positive entropy by the statement 
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(vi) of the proposition. Also this measure A = A(x, m) will have infinite memory 
by the property (iv)' in the proposition. ( To prove that there is a continuum of 
such probability measures A, recall first, as was noted before, that the two fa- 
milies {#x : x E [-z, z]} and {Vx :x ~ I-z, z]} are both continuous and that, for 
every x E [--z,z], Vx := ~n+l(/Zx). Now it follows from (i') that for every fixed 
m > n + 1, we have Rmvx~ ~ Rmvx2 for xl, x2 E [-z, z], with xl ~ x2. For every 
x ~[-z ,z] ,  put )~x,m := ~m(Rmvx) and let Am := {Ax,m : X C [--Z, Z]}. Then it fol- 
lows, from statement (i) of the proposition, that, for each m > n + 1, Am is a 
continuum and that each measure Ax,m in Am, has positive entropy by statement 
(vi) and the p-marginals of the Markov chain #n by statement (ii) in the pro- 
position. On the other hand, statement (v) of the proposition shows that for 
every m >_ n + 1, if m E I then every measure Ax,m E Am is ergodic. Finally, note 
also that, for every m C I and any x c [-z, z], the measure A~,m has infinite 
memory by the property (iv)( 
So for any m E I with m > n + 1, Am is a continuum of measures A with the 
desired properties). 
Remark: One can prove, moreover, that for every x c [-z,z], x#O the 
measure v := vx constructed in the proof above is such that for the two dyna- 
mical systems (J2, tr, v) and (I2, or, #n), no one can be a factor of the other one. 
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